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U.S. is on the wrong track

Generally speaking, would you say things in the United States are headed in the right direction or off on the wrong track?



Republicans narrowly lead Generic Congressional Ballot

If the 2022 general elections were held today, and you had to make a choice, would you be voting for the Republican or Democratic 
candidate for Congress?



Republican Party’s image is net favorable

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of The Republican Party?

• The GOP’s image has continued 
its growth from our February 
survey and is now net favorable.

• The party’s net fav also continues 
its growth with Independents.



Democratic Party’s image is net unfavorable

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of The Democratic Party?

• Democrats overall net image has 
improved slightly from February, 
but the intensity of unfavorability
has remained high.

• Independents have a more 
favorable opinion of Republicans 
than Democrats.



Bipartisan appeal for Tom Brady

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of Tom Brady?



Inflation becomes dominant concern among voters

Which one of the following issues do you believe should be the top priority for your elected officials?
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Trend: Inflation concern has increased significantly
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Mid-term Motive Ballot

Thinking about the race for Congress, which one of the following candidates would you vote for?
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Economic confidence continues to decline

Do you believe the economy is getting better, getting worse, or staying about the same?
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Trend: Economic Confidence 
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Personal Inflation Concern

As you think about the economy, how much — if at all — is inflation hurting your personal finances? 
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• Nearly half of voters say their 
personal finances are significantly 
impacted by inflation

• Seniors aren’t feeling the pinch as 
much as voters under 65



Biden/Dems get blame for inflation with everyone but Dems

Who do you assign the most blame to for the high gas prices, increasing cost of food, and other increases in cost of living?
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Gas Prices: Voters want the U.S. to drill

Do you believe it is more important for the United States to have energy independence through drilling and other means or to protect 
the environment and import natural gas and oil while building up clean energy?

• 68% of Independents want a 
focus on energy independence 
through drilling with 50% saying 
“definitely.”

• Even 49% of Democrats believe 
the U.S. should attain energy 
independence through drilling. 



Why gas prices are going up

Out of the following options, what do you feel is the main reason gas prices have increased in the past several months?
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• How likely a voter is to blame Joe 
Biden’s energy policy for gas 
prices is closely correlated with 
their age; older voters blame 
Biden, younger voters not as 
much.

• Democrats/Liberals are the only 
groups to primarily blame the 
Russian invasion of Ukraine and 
Oil companies.



Covid Impact Concern: Public Health or Economy? 

Generally speaking, would you say that you are more concerned about the public health impact or economic impact of COVID-19?

• Public health concern rebounded slightly 
this month; but intensity is on the side of 
economic impact.

• College-educated voters are split while 
non-college educated voters are much 
more concerned about the economic 
impact.

• Middle-aged voters (35-64) are more 
concerned about the economy while the 
youngest and oldest voters are more 
concerned about public health.



Trend: Covid Impact Concern
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Most voters don’t believe masking signals partisanship

COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations have decreased and the CDC loosened mask guidance. Masking is now a choice. When you 
see someone wearing a mask, which of the follow most closely reflects your thought about the person



Demographics
Sex Age Range

48.5% 
Male

51.5% 
Female

44.3% have at least
a College degree

Household Income

55.3% have no college degree

Education Race

Ideology Geo - RegionPartisanship

Religion

March Sample size: 5645
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